Vestas Online is a digital platform providing wind turbine owners under Vestas service agreement easy access to turbine-specific data and applications, making it easier for them to manage their fleet.

**Smart information management**
Vestas Online enables users to perform a wide range of basic self-services related to their wind turbines. Data and documents on wind turbines, powerplant and account are safely stored in the cloud and intuitively displayed by the user-friendly platform interface. Obtaining information on your turbines and downloading relevant documents have never been easier. Vestas Online is a secure digital tool where you are always in control of who has access to your power plant data.
Self-services available in Vestas Online

**Service Schedule**
Manage and receive real time information on upcoming service visits, from initial planning to job completion.

**Invoices**
Browse, view, download and print your invoices. Search by activity status and access related service order reports.

**Service Order Reports**
View, download and print the service reports automatically generated after completion of service visits.

**Account Statement**
Check current financial balance and view open account items for easy and fast settlement and reconciliation.

**Blade Asset Management**
Get insights into the condition of your blades (damage severity and types) in order to best plan maintenance and repair activities.

**Support Tickets**
Submit new support tickets, as well as get an updated overview of tickets status and resolution progress.

Easy and intuitive browsing
Organized under different applications and managed through a set of customizable notifications, your wind turbine self-services are always easily accessible. The Vestas Online jump board ensures that the latest and most relevant information updates are just a few clicks away, guaranteeing full overview on your fleet activities status. The platform goes beyond just Vestas and helps customers to manage wind turbines from all the largest brands in the industry.

High integration and accessibility
Information and documents are accessible with one login to Vestas Online, making for a seamless user experience. Integration with the Vestas backend systems and master data ensures data reliability and transparency. Vestas Online is available across several devices and it is available in a variety of languages i.e. English, Chinese, Japanese, German, Spanish.

For more information contact your local Vestas Sales & Service office and learn more at [www.vestas.com/en/services/digital%20services#vestas-online](http://www.vestas.com/en/services/digital%20services#vestas-online)
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